Enhanced conformational diversity search of CDR-H3 in antibodies: role of the first CDR-H3 residue.
Through a conformation search by a simulation calculation, the relationships between the amino acid sequences and the conformations of the third complementarity-determining region of the antibody heavy chain (CDR-H3) were investigated to characterize the large conformational varieties of antibodies. Here, we focused on the structural role of the first CDR-H3 residue, and we selected two antibodies, 28B4 and PLG, whose CDR-H3 conformations are significantly different, having Trp and Gly at the first position, respectively. Multicanonical molecular dynamics simulations, with the advantage of enhanced sampling efficiency, were performed for the CDR-H3 fragments of 28B4 and PLG, and a modified CDR-H3 model of 28B4, where the first Trp residue was substituted with Gly. When the first CDR-H3 residue is Trp, almost all of the observed CDR-H3 loops were bent at the first residue. In contrast, when the first residue is Gly, large varieties of loop conformations were observed. The structural role of this Gly residue is discussed from the perspective of the other antibody structures in the database. When the surrounding residues were included in the calculations, CDR-H3 loop structures similar to those in the crystal structures were reproduced as the major conformations for both the 28B4 and PLG antibodies.